Work from Home Basic Equipment Guide

Please use this as a guide as a reference for work from home equipment needs. Before purchasing, all items must be approved by the employee’s manager. As a reminder, all equipment borrowed or purchased by Stanford is property of Stanford and must be returned. Please log in to Amazon Business to see Stanford reduced pricing.

Computer Monitor
24” Dell Monitor [Link]

Office Chair
- Staples Carder Mesh Back Chair [Link] $130 (petite to average height)
- Sadie Big and Tall Chair [Link] $190 (average to tall height)

Desk
Fixed height desk (set desk height during assembly from 25”-33”)
- 47 ¼” x 31 ½” Size [Link] $180
- 63” x 31” size [Link] $209

Miscellaneous Office Equipment
Keyboard
- Apple Magic Keyboard [Link] $119
- Dell KB216 Wired Keyboard [Link] $19.50
- Dell KM636 Wireless Keyboard and Mouse [Link] $53
- Logitech K380 Compact Keyboard [Link] $29.99
- Adesso Slim Compact Keyboard [Link] $28.39
- Macally Keyboard & Mouse Combo [Link] $25

Mouse
- Apple Magic Mouse [Link] $74
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse [Link] $12.45
- Kensington Vertical Mouse [Link] $24.99 (small to average size hand)
- Kensington Profit Full Size Mouse [Link] $19.99 (average to large size hand)

Laptop Riser
- Nexstand [Link] $30.29 (raise laptop screen to eye level)
Monitor Riser
- 3M [Link](#) $29.91

Footrest
- Kensington SoleMate [Link](#) $55.42

Keyboard Tray
- Clamp-On [Link](#) $54.99
- Small height adjustable table to serve as a keyboard tray: Seville Classics Airlift Mobile Laptop Cart [Link](#) $51.99

Lap Desk (can be used as keyboard tray on lap)
- LapGear Ergo Pro [Link](#) $29.99

Webcam
- Logitech C920 Hd Pro Webcam (Black) [Link](#) $76.80
- HD Webcam 1080P [Link](#) $23.90

Headset
- Logitech USB Noise-Cancelling [Link](#) $25
- Jabra Wireless Noise Cancelling [Link](#) $196